
Competition Regulation of  

 F.C.I."Intercontinental Cup"  One Loft Ace Pigeon Race    

Shenzhou Huihuang One Loft Branch Race 

Host: Federation Colombophile Internationale 

Organizer: Chinese Racing Pigeon Association and 

Management Committee of Tai'an High-tech Zone, 

Shandong Province 

Branch Race Organizer: Shenzhou Brilliant Pigeon Racing 

Club, Suizhong 

Branch Race Judges From: Chinese Racing Pigeon 

Association & Liaoning Provincial Racing Pigeon 

Association 

A. Participation Conditions and Entry Fee 

1. The pigeons must be healthy young ones of 25-45 days old. 

The participating pigeons must wear an official foot ring of the 

year 2021 recognized by the national or regional  association.  If 

the foot rings are forged, the results will be cancelled and the 

ranking will be postponed. Note: (Souvenir ring and employee 

ring are not accepted) 

2. The entry fee is RMB11,800 yuan per pigeon (including 

breeding fee of RMB500 yuan). The deposit of RMB 11,800 



shall be paid within 10 days after the end of the collection of 

pigeons. Failure to do so will be regarded that the owner of the 

pigeons automatically give up the ownership of the racing 

pigeons. The deposit will be the entry fee after the visit of 

100KM competition. If the pigeons get lost, the deposit will be 

fully refunded. 

B. Competition Items, Time and Bonus Allocation Mode 

1. 200KM Warm-up Race (Trophies or medals for top 10) 

Distance: 200KM 

1st Place RMB 50,000 

2nd Place RMB 30,000 

3rd Place RMB 20,000 

4th-50th Place RMB 10,000 

2. 300KM Preliminary Race (Trophies or medals for top 10) 

Distance: 300KM 

1st Place RMB 100,000 

2nd Place RMB 50,000 

3rd Place RMB 30,000 

4th-100th Place RMB 10,000 

 

3. 500KM Final Race  (Trophies or medals for top 10) 



Distance: 500KM 

1st Place RMB 5,000,000 

2nd Place RMB 3,000,000 

3rd Place RMB 1,500,000 

4th-10th Place RMB 500,000 

11th-100th Place RMB 100,000 

101th-700th Place RMB 80,000 

 

4. Small Team Race (Trophies or medals for top 10) 

Note:  Fanciers can participate when sending at least 7pigeons. 

The winner will be calculated according to the results in the 

500KM Final Race, the fancier who owns more pigeons in Top 

700 wins. The fanciers who own more (2 or more) homing 

pigeons in Top 700 in the same team will win. If fanciers own 

the same quantity of pigeons, then the ranking will be compared 

according to the best pigeon of them. 

Distance: 500KM 

1st Place RMB 1,000,000 

2nd Place RMB 500,000 

3rd Place RMB 250,000 

4th-30th Place RMB 80,000 

5. Big Team  Race (Trophies or medals for top 10) 



Note:  Fanciers can participate when sending at least 14 pigeons. 

The winner will be calculated according to the results in the 

500KM Final Race, the fancier who owns more pigeons in Top 

700 wins. The fanciers who owns more (2 or more) homing 

pigeons in Top 700 in one same team will win the race. If 

fanciers own the same quantity of pigeons, then the ranking will 

be compared according to the best pigeon of them. 

Distance: 500KM 

1st Place RMB 1 million 

2nd Place RMB 500,000 

3rd Place RMB 250,000 

4th-5th Place RMB 200,000 

 

6. Two Races Ace Pigeon (300KM+500KM) 

Top ten will be awarded according to the rankings of two races. 

If the ranking is the same, the result will be determined by the 

score in the 500km Final Race. Top 10 will be awarded a 50g-

golden pigeon and a trophy. 

 

7. Three Races Ace Pigeon (200KM+300KM+500KM) 

Top ten will be awarded according to the rankings of races. If 

the ranking is the same, the result will be determined by the 



score in the 500KM Final Race.Top 10 will be awarded a pure 

Gold medal (50g weight) for each winner.  

C. Competition Rules 

1. The entire 100KM training will be supervised by the judges 

from CRPA and Liaoning Racing Pigeon Association and 

members’ representatives. The race will be fully live 

broadcasted through media. Participating fanciers are allowed to 

visit their pigeons on spot after homing(the visit time will be 

announced through Internet). Fanciers are supposed to pay all 

their participating pigeons’ entry fee and breeding fee within 5 

days according to the actual surviving list, otherwise it will be 

regarded as the waiver of participating pigeons’ ownership and 

then the branch race organizers will have the rights to deal with 

the ownerless pigeons(not able to buy). The branch race 

organizer is not responsible to compensate the pigeons which 

died or lost before 100KM training.The entry fee will be 

refunded if the pigeons are not visited by their owners and not 

basketed in 200KM race. The branch race organizer is not 

responsible to compensate the pigeons which died or lost  before 

100KM training.  

2. The competition should be organized according to the 

regulations and rules of  “Chinese Racing Pigeon Competition 

Rules (2019)”. 

D. Time and Place of Delivery 



1. Delivery Time: March 1st-July 15th, 2021. 

2.Delivery Place: Shenzhou Huihuang Pigeon Racing Club, 

Dongdaihe, Liaoning Province 

3. Door-to-door picking up service is available for fanciers in 

surrounding areas. Fanciers delivering their pigeons from far 

regions must contact our one loft in advance. 

E. Time and Place of the Races  

1. This competition is composed of 200KM Warm-up Race, 

300KM Preliminary Race, 500KM Final Race, Team Race, Two 

Races Ace Pigeon, Three Races Ace Pigeon. 

2. 2. 200±5%KM Warm-up Race  

Place:Tianjin Binhai New Area  

Time: Late in October 2021. 

3. 300±5%KM Preliminary Race  

Place: Cangzhou, Hebei Province 

Time: Early in November 2021. 

4. 500±5%KM Final Race  

Place: Shijiazhuang, Hebei  

Time: mid-November 2021. 



In case of force majeure, such as severe weather, the 

competition will be postponed. The specific arrangements will 

be notified through Internet or telephone consolation. 

5. Small Team Race  

Within 3 days after the 200KM warm-up race, every 7 pigeons 

will be divided into one group based on the quantity of pigeons 

sent by their owners. The multiple of 7 or more pigeons will be 

counted  in another group, such as group A, B, C... and so on. 

6. Big Team Race 

Within 3 days after the 200KM warm-up race, every 14 pigeons 

will be divided into one group based on the quantity of pigeons 

sent by their owners. The multiple of 14 or more pigeons will be 

counted  in another group, such as group A, B, C... and so on. 

E. Ownership of the Awarded Pigeons 

1. After the final race, there will be an auction for awarded 

pigeons. The top 700 pigeons will be auctioned. The 60% of 

auction income belongs to the owner while the other 40% 

belongs to the one loft. 

2. All homing pigeons apart from top 700 will participate in the 

additional race held in the one loft. The owners of wining 

pigeons will not get the prize, if they do not pay the fee in 

advance. When all races complete, the pigeons which are not in 



the ranking list can be taken by their owners. (Detailed 

information will be announced then.) 

3. The relevant taxes and fees arising from the prize and the 

auction income shall be taken by the owner of the winning 

pigeons. 

F. Other Regulations 

1. Based on the principle of openness and transparency, the real-

name system is applied in the competition. Prize winners  can 

only receive bonus with their real-name ID cards. 

2. Once the racing pigeons arrive at the one loft, they will be put 

into the observation room, and vaccinated uniformly. If the 

racing pigeons have been vaccinated, it must be stated when 

delivering the pigeons. After confirming that the pigeons are in 

good health condition, staff of the one loft  will wear the 

electronic foot ring on the pigeons and announce the pigeon 

collection through the Internet. 

3. It is agreed that their feathers will be collected for DNA 

sample storage, when the young pigeons are sent to the one loft. 

The genetic test will be conducted for the final winners and  the 

DNA identification report will be provided. The ownership of 

the relevant information belongs to the one loft. 

 



Regulation of Single Race Elite  

Shenzhou Huihuang Racing Pigeon One Loft Branch Race 

(Generated in the 500KM Final Race) 

1. The entry fee is RMB15,000 for each racing pigeon. The 

maximum of the racing pigeons is 1,000. Aggregate entry fee 

will be used for bonus allocation. The one loft does not charge 

any fees. 

2. The ring number will be determined within three days after 

the visit. Once confirmed, the number cannot be changed. The 

winner of the Single Race Elite will be awarded according to the 

500KM final race ranking. The top ones in the ranking list will 

be the winners. If racing pigeons are not basketed in 200KM 

race, the fee will be refunded to their owners. Any loss and 

death of the racing pigeons after basketing in 200KM race will 

be regarded as a natural elimination. 

3. If there are less than 1,000 racing pigeons which participate in 

competition, all the entry fees will be used for the bonus 

allocation. The total bonus will decrease or increase according 

to the actual amount of fees paid by the owners. 

4. Entry for the Single Race Elite will begin from now on. 

Single Race Elite 



1st Place RMB 3,000,000 

2nd Place RMB 1,500,000 

3rd Place RMB 900,000 

4th-10th Place RMB 300,000 

11th-60th Place RMB 150,000 

F. Competition Rules: 

1. All participating members shall strictly abide by the “Chinese 

Racing Pigeon Competition Rules (2019)” and the "Chinese 

Racing Pigeon One Loft Competition Management Rules" 

issued by the Chinese Racing Pigeon Association. 

2. All the races will be supervised by the judges and the 

representatives of the fanciers. The 100KM training will be fully 

live broadcasted through media.  And pigeon fanciers from all 

over the country can supervise them on spot. The owners of the 

pigeons in the 200KM race which are in the 8th, 18th, 28th, 38th 

and 48th place can supervise the 300KM Preliminary Race with 

the car, and obtain the prize of RMB 500 yuan. The owners of 

top three in the Preliminary Race and the ones in the 8th, 18th, 

28th, 38th and 48th place  can arrive at the one loft three days in 

advance to supervise the breeding and the training. And each 

owner can obtain the prize of RMB 500 yuan.  

3. Longfeier electronic timing system is applied in the 

competition. The rankings will be displayed automatically. If the 



timing is the same, the result will be calculated according to  

system ranking. In the event of a malfunction of the electronic 

timing system or other irresistible factors, the race will be 

cancelled. And the pigeons will be recollected 7 days later. The 

lost racing pigeons are regarded as a natural elimination. 

4. The pigeons collected for the Final Race will be checked by 

the judges one by one. And each racing pigeon is required to 

wear a special disposable sealed foot ring. If the seal is broken 

or opened, the result and bonus will be cancelled, and the 

ranking will be postponed. 

5. The result for the Final Race is valid from the arrival of the 

first basketed pigeon to 6pm the next day. If the number of 

basketed pigeons is not full within the valid period, the 

remaining prize will be equally divided by the owners of 

basketed pigeons.  

6. During the period from the collection of pigeons to the 

competition, the organizer will refund the pigeon owners  

RMB11,300 yuan, if the competition cannot be held due to some 

irresistible reasons. 

G. Other Matters 

1. Based on the principle of openness and transparency, all 

participating pigeons will be bred and trained by the one loft 

uniformly. The breeding and training process will be released 



through the website on time, which can be known by the 

fanciers at any time and any place. 

2. There will be no less than 10 to15 times of training before the 

preliminary race, which will be timely released on the Internet.  

3. All staff in the one loft are not allowed to take part in the 

competition, and all agreed pigeons are not accepted by the one 

loft. 

Remittance Approach:  

Agricultural Bank, Liaoning Suizhong Branch 

Account Number: 6230521270029519879  Hanchunhua 

Contact Tel: 0429-6731111 

Office Line: +86 18698961006 ( Same as the WeChat Account) 

The right of final interpretation of this regulation belongs to the 

Shenzhou Huihuang Racing Pigeon Club, Suizhong County. 


